LORD OF MY LIFE, YOUR KIND KEEPING

TLH Title: Lord of My Life, Whose Tender Care

1. LORD of my life, YOUR kind keeping
   Have led me until now,
   Here humbly, at the hour of prayer,
   Before YOUR throne I bow
   I pray YOUR gracious hand pray,
   Forgive me for another day.

2. Oh, let me daily, hourly,
   Try to grow in heavenly grace
   To YOU and to YOUR glory live
   To dead to all other things
   Walk in the path my Savior walked
   Through trouble, yet the path of GOD.

3. With prayer I bring my humble praise
   For mercies day by day
   LORD teach my heart to sing YOUR love
   LORD teach me how to pray
   All that I have and am
   I offer to YOU eternally.

   Amen.
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